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About a month ago, we opined (http://D4K.acquirgy.net) about
how Google’s major announcement would affect marketers.
Recently Bing (Microsoft) announced several changes to their
adCenter, so today we present our POV on them.
The new enhancements at Bing include:
New user interface
Negative keyword match types
Actionable insights with advanced reporting
Increased filter customization

By Dorothy Weaver, VP Digital Marketing Services
and Steve Regan, Search Specialist
www.acquirgy.com/intel
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New User Interface
Bing has streamlined the way changes can be made to campaign settings.
This will allow us to serve our client needs even more efficiently than today,
especially when there are a large number of changes to be made.

Negative Keyword Match Types
This important change will now enable us to optimize and manage
keywords to a greater efficiency. When a broad match keyword is not
producing the desired ROI, we can now “exact match” these keywords, so
that we eliminate the keywords that are too general or irrelevant. This
change will increase ROAS. This option has been available on Google for
many years and we’re very excited that Bing has upgraded their
capabilities.

Actionable Insights With Advanced Reporting
Enhancements in this area by far provide the greatest impact for increased
SEM campaign efficiency. They are:
A new tool that will help gauge keyword traffic, first page estimations
and estimates of best position. POV: this enhancement will help us
outline costs and better prepare us for when we launch new
keywords. This means a better handle on costs and the ability to
make projections.
Detailed status reports on warnings and disapprovals. This new
feature gives us more detail on why ads have been declined. POV:
this enables us to understand Bing’s evaluation process better, make
changes faster, and avoid declines in the future. We will get more
ads approved, launched and generating revenues.
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Impression share report. This new report shows us data around
missed impressions due to rank, budget or other factors. POV: this is
a major enhancement because:
o It gives us more information when we launch new keywords,
leading to faster ROI optimization.
o It tells us when there is more traffic that is available, leading to
greater scale.
o It helps us test a larger volume of keywords, which means we
find more profitable search terms than ever before.

Increased Filter Customization
This enhancement enables us to locate and manage data faster. Like the
new interface, this speeds up our ability to optimize our client’s campaigns.

Conclusions
While these changes aren’t as far-reaching as Google’s announcement in
November, they are meaningful and welcomed, in that they will improve
the efficiency of search campaigns on Bing.

More Content That Might Interest You:
“The Effect of DRTV on Search Engine Marketing” at http://D4L.acquirgy.net
“Turning 10 Common Search Mistakes Into Pure Profit” at:
http://D4M.acquirgy.net
Questions or Comments on This Executive Brief?
Contact Irv Brechner, EVP Corporate Communications
irv@acquirgy.com, 732-321-1924
To Learn More About How We Grow Our Clients’ Businesses:
Contact Linda Chaney, SVP Business Development
lchaney@acquirgy.com, 727-576-6630, Ext . 158
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About the Acquirgy “Customer Acquisition IntelCenter”
Get your head around acquiring customers in the digital age with valuable and
important content written by experts who have produced tens of millions of customers
worth billions in revenue, offline for 30+ years and online since 1996. Major areas of the
IntelCenter include “Nuts & Bolts” (Green Papers, Executive Briefs), “Millions & Billions”
(Cases, Testimonials), “Winner’s Circle” (Creative That Sells), “Points of View” (Key Stat
Analyses, In the Trenches, Blog) and “News & Milestones” (New Clients/People,
Published Content). Get your share of important acquisition intelligence at:
http://www.acquirgy.com/intel.
About Acquirgy
Acquirgy (www.acquirgy.com) is an Acquisition Marketing Agency developing and
executing accountable marketing programs driven by immediate and measurable
response metrics across all digital and traditional platforms. Proprietary tracking
systems integrate all transactional media, logistic and response data from all platforms
to optimize client profitability.
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